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Nevuchanezer King of Babylon
destroyed 1st Holy Temple in Jerusalem
in the year shlach =3 338
Sh=300 l=30 ch=8

Following the death of Nevuchadnezer
his son evil Meroduch became King yera
3364. He was a benevolent King. He
was king 23 years. He freed the Judean
King Yehoyochenon from prison and
treated him royally. He permitted the
Jews to govern themselves in accordance
with the laws of the Talmud the Oral law.

Ezra became the leader of the Jewish
community in Babylonia 3370. He is
considered as the head of the Great
Assembly. Anshe Knesset Hagdolloh.
Apolton the Greek philosopher lived in year 3385. He borrowed his philosophy from the Jewish prophets.

Balshetzer king of Babylon in the year 3385. He ruled 3 years. In the year 3388 Balshetzer won a battle against the combined armies of Media and Persia of the Median King Darius and Persian King Koresh. Balshetzer made a feast and defiled the utensils of the Holy Temple. He saw an arm writing on the wall. Balshetzer was very frightened. He summoned Daniel to interpret the writing. Daniel told him that God decided to punish him and the Kingdom of Babylon would fall. That night while he was intoxicated from the wine he
drank, one of his officers killed him. He cut off his head and headed for the camp of the Persian Median armies. He handed the head to Koresh.

Koresh and Darius immediately rallied their troops and attacked the Babylonian forces. They destroyed the Babylonian army. This battle was the death blow to Babylonia.

Darius and Koresh swore before the battle that if they succeed they would reciprocate to God and return all the utensils from the Temple to the Jews. They would permit the Jews to return to Judea. They would permit the Jews to rebuild the Temple.

When Darius was dying he reminded
Koresh, who was his son in law to keep the promise both had sworn before the decisive victory that toppled the Babylonian empire.

Koresh announced 3389 that all Jews were free to return to Judea and rebuild the Holy Temple. 42,500 Jews returned. The foundations to the Temple were made See Bible Ezra Chapter 1:2 “thus said Koresh king od Persia all the kingdomd of the earth has God the God of Heaven given me. He has commanded me to rebuild his house in Jerusalem which is in Judea.”

Isaiah 44:28 and 45:1 God exclaims “Thus exclaimed God to his anointed one- to Koresh whom I have
strengthened his right hand to conquer nations and no gates will be shut before him”

However in the third year of Koresh 3392 Koresh was killed. Koresh was king of Persia for 30 years. However the united Kingdom of Persia and Babylonia after the defeat of Balshetzer lasted only three years. Koresh’s son Kombios who reigned interrupted the building of the Temple. This followed as a result of the false complaint of the Samaritans and other foreigners whom the Assyrians resettled in the Kingdom of Israel of the Ten Tribes. They charged that the Jews were rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem and were preparing to rebel against
Persian rule.

The order to stop the rebuilding of the Temple was not rescinded during the reign of Achasvarus of the Purim story until the reign of Darius.

Achasvarius of the Purim story was a usurper to the thrown of Persia according to Commentators in the Bible Ester chapter1. He married Vashti, the daughter of the previous Persian king, to grant legitimacy to his rule. It was then in the year 3398 that Achasvarus made a great feast and ordered Vashti to appear naked in front of all his guests. Vashti refused. The advisors to Ahasvarus counseled him to kill Vashti for refusing the King’s orders. Chief of the advisors
was Hman whom Achasvarus appointed as viceroy.

Achavaus then ordered that all beautiful women single or married be brought to Shusan his capital, He would then select one woman to replace Vashti. Esther was summoned in the year 3399 and won the beauty contest and replaced Vashti as the queen.

Haman in the interim made himself as god and ordered everyone to prostrate themselves before him. Mordecai refused. Haman was furious. He begged Achavarus to exterminate all the Jews. Achasvaus granted Haman’s request. The date for the execution of all the Jews was to be determined by drawing lots.
The date when the drawing occurred was 3404

On the 13th day of Nisson first month of the year 3404 Haman dispatched a written order to have all Jews exterminated to all 127 countries of the Persian empire.

Esther petitioned Achasvarus two days later on the 15th of Nisson 3404. She invited Ahchasvarus and Haman to a banquet that she prepared. When Ahchasvaus requested to know the reason why Esther invited him and Haman Esther replied that she would tell him the following day when again he and Haman were invited to an other banquet that Ester prepared. On the following
day Esther revealed that Haman ordered to kill all her kinsmen all the Jews including her. It was only then that Achasvaus first learned that Ester was Jewish. Ahashvarush was furious and walked out of the banquet his face red with rage.

Haman fearing for his life fell on the bed that Ester was reclining to beg for his life. At that instant Achasvaus entered the room. He saw Haman lying on top of Ester,. Ahashvarus exploded. “What are you doing Haman? Are you raping my wife in my house?”

At that moment one of the loyal servants of Ester hollered out that Haman
had prepared a post 50 feet tall to serve as a post to have Mordecai hanged for not bowing to him. Mordecai was the loyal advisor to Achashvarus who saved Achasvarushes’ life from an assassination attempt.

Achasvarus screamed out “take Haman and hang him by the neck until he is dead on that post that he prepared for Mordecai.”

After that event Ester revealed to Achasvarus that she was the niece of Mordecai. Ester begged Achasvarus to rescind the decree of Haman to have all the Jews exterminated. Achasvarus replied that once a decree is signed and notarized with the ring of the king it can
not be rescinded. However Achasvarus made a counter offer. He would sign and notarize an order to permit the Jews to defend themselves. He also appointed Mordecai as his chief advisor and viceroy in place of Haman.

The new order was written and notarized by Achasvarus and dispatched to the 127 countries of the Persian empire on Sivon 23 year 3403.

Achasvarus died and his son that he had with Ester Daryovesh reigned in the year 3406. See Medrosh Vayikro Rabbo and Tosphos first chapter Rosh Hashono page 3b that Daryovesh was the son of Achasvarush and Ester. He was seven years old at the time. He ruled for 32
years according to Seder Olom.

The prophet Hagai his prophesy in the year 3408.

Daryuvos rescinded the decree that interrupted the building of the 2nd Temple. It stated again in the year 3408. Rasi Avodo Zoro 9a. T3406 was the 2nd year that Daryovesh became king.

One may assume that behind this decree was the hand of his mother Ester and uncle Mordecai. Daryovesh also underwrote all the costs of the building of the temple. In addition he underwrote all the expenses for the ritual sacrifices
and salaries for the Priests Levites and all other employees who maintained the Temple. He also underwrote the building of a wall to protect the Jews of Jerusalem from attack from the Samaritans and other hostile elements.

It took 4 years to completed the building of the temple. Thus the Temple was completed in the year 3412.

In the 2nd Temple the following were missing: The Oron the Ark where the the Ten Commandments written by God and broken by Moses laid. Also the second set of Ten Commandments laid there. The Ark had a cover of metal with the images of two Cherubbin that had the body od
birds and the one had the face of a male while the other had the face of a female.

Also missing was the jar of Man that had been preserved all the years of the first temple. Missing was the cae of Aron that sprout fruit as a miracle to prove to Korech that the post of high priest was divinely awarded to Aaron and was not a power grab by Moses and Aaron. Also missing was the Urim Vetumin The vest worn by the high priest that contained 12 valuable stones each one having the name of one of the 12 Tribes. When the King would inquire what course of action he should take- for example - to go to war or not- the letters in the Urim Vetumim would light up with the answer to go to war or not to go to war.
All these items were hidden by one of the kings of Judea fearing that Jerusalem and the Temple would be destroyed and these sacred relics would be plundered. They will first be revealed when the Messiah comes at the end of time.
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ZECHARYEH THE PROPHET

3410 = 514 BCE

The 2\textsuperscript{ND} Temple started
3408 = 516 BCE
completed 3412 = 512 BCE

Boruch ben Nairo assistant to Jeremiah died 3413 = 521 BCE
Ezra immigrated to Judea 3413=521BCE. He and Nechemia convinced the Jews who had immigrated earlier and married non Jewish women to have their wives convert to Judaism. Otherwise they would divorce them.

After this they built the walls surrounding Jerusalem. See Bible Ezra chapter 6. Some Jews immigrated to Judea with Ezra.

Many Jews following the destruction of the First Temple immigrated and settled in Egypt, the lands of Amon and Moav Greece and Spain. They refused to immigrate to Judea. They feared for their safety. They also were skeptical what would happen if a new king arose in Persia who was not friendly to the Jews.
They did not want to place all their eggs in one basket.

Zerubavelben Shaltiel mentioned in the prophesy of Chagai 2:21 was the first Nosi leader of the returnees to Judea. The Medrush claims that Zeruvivel also assumed the name of Nechemia. It was customary at that time to change the name of the person when he assumed a new role. See Rambam and Abarbanel.

Alexander the Great was born 3420=528BCE. He became King of the United Greece at age 18. He succeeded to subdue all the City States in Greece and organized a
loose Federation. Alexander conquered Judea in 3448 BCE 1000 years following the giving of the Torah. He defeated the Persians. He invaded India. The Greek empire incorporated all the 120 countries formerly under the control of Persia. He was killed at the age of 32. He divided his empire among four generals. The Northern kingdom encompassing Syria was always in mortal conflict with the Southern comprising Egypt.

The prophets Chagai Zechaia and Melachi died by the year 3448=476BCE. 3448=476BCE was precisely 1000 years after 2448, the year the Torah was given. Prophesy ceased after 3448=476BCE. Prophesy will not be restored until before
the coming of the Messiah.

There were thousands of prophets and prophetesses. However only those prophesies that were relevant for all times were recorded. There were 48 prophets and 7 prophetesses whose prophesy were relevant for all times.

1. Avraham Abraham
2. Yotzchok Isaac 3. Yaakov Jacob
4. Moshe Moses 5. Ahaaron Aaron
10. Shmuel Samuel 11. Gad Gad
14. Shlomo Solomon 15. Eddo Iddo
16. Michoyohu ben Yimlo Michaiyha son of Imlo17. Uvadiah Obadiah
18. Ahya Hashilona Ahija the Shiloni
26. Omutz Omutz 27. Eliyohu Elijah
33. Habakuk Habakuk 34. Tzephaya Tzephanya 35. Uriyo Uriyo
36. Yirmeyohu Jeremiah 37. Yechezkel
Izekiel 38. Shemayuh Shemayuh
41 Sharayo Sharayo 42. Machsayo
Machasayo 43. Chagi Chagi
44. Zeharyo Zechaye 45. Melachi
Melachi 46. Mordechai Bilshan
Mordechai Bilshon 47. Oded Oded
48. Chanani Chanani

Seven Prophetesses
1. Soro Sara 2. Miryom Mirriam
3. Devoro Deborah 4. Chana Hanna

5. Avigayil Abigail 6. Chulda Hulda
7. Ester Ester

Moses received the Written Pentateuch
and Oral Torah From God at Sinai in the
year 2448 from creation. Moses taught
the Torah to Joshua. Joshua taught the Torah to all the Elders. The Elders taught the Torah to all the Jews. This education process took place each day for 40 years that the Jews spent in the desert when they exodus from Egypt occurred in the year 2448 -2488 from creation. The Jews carried with them papyrus from Egypt. They wrote down and documented what they were taught -the Oral law. These hundred of thousands of manuscripts were the sources for the Jewish jurisprudence in all areas of life rituals, marriage annulments, divorce, civil law and criminal law.

Years later these manuscripts, as well as, additional manuscripts from later generations were the sources for the Mishna Tosephta Jerusalem and
Babylonian Talmud. All these laws are Divinely given and form the soul of the Jewish people for the last 4000 years.

Moses Joshua and the Elders also wrote on manuscripts the Oral Torah. They in turn taught the Torah both the written and Oral to the Prophets who followed them. Each one of the Prophets taught the Torah both Written and Oral to the next generation until the time of the Great Assembly. Although all these men and women possessed and used the manuscripts, the Oral Torah officially was taught orally. Only in their private chambers did the teachers refer to their manuscripts to prepare for their lectures. Rambam prologue to Yad Hachazaka
The men of the Great Assembly said three things:

[1] One is mandated to have patience and great deliberation when making decisions or in presiding as a judge.


[3] establish boundaries. Use equity as a companion to strict law. Have foresight and think of all contingencies and prepare for them. Tragedy is the fruit of failure to anticipate and prepare for a future tragedy. Even if the law permits one to do some thing; one has to go beyond the law and not do certain things that can lead to the violation of the law. These additional laws are called Rabbinical laws. In the case of medical needs one is permitted to violate
Rabbinical laws. However only the Rabbis of the Mishne and Talmud were authorized to create additional restrictions. Pirke Ovos 1:1

Also all 120 members of the Great Assembly had died by that time with the exception of Shimon Hatzadik -the high Priest and leader of the Jews- who negotiated with Alexander the Great not to install his image in the Temple. Instead Shimon Hatzadik promised him that all new born males from the priests would be named Alexander. In addition Jews would install a new dating system. They would date all their legal documents marriage divorce business
contracts using the date as year 1 when Alexander conquered Judea and defeated the Persians. Alexander agreed.

Some of the leading members of the Great Assembly were according to Abarbenal the prophets Chagai, Zechariya and Melachi, Ezra, Zerubobel also known as Nechemia, Mordechai from the Purim story, Balshon, Yehoshua son of Yehotzedek, Shraye, Relayoh from the book of beni See Bible Nechemia chapter 9, Rachom, Banah, According to Rambam Chananye Mishoel and Azaria Daniel. Other great scholars were members comprising the 120 Elders of the Great Assembly.
The members of the Great Assembly enacted the version of all the prayers. Jews pray daily pray on the Sabbath holidays High holidays Rosh Hashona and Yom Kippur. They enacted the laws of reading from the Sefer Torah the Holy Scrolls that comprise the five books of Moses the Pentateuch on Mondays Thursdays Sabbaths Holidays Rosh Hashona and Yom Kippur and fast days. They enacted the law of reading from the Megillah the book of Ester on Purim and Aicho- Lamentatuions and reciting Kinos on Tish Beov. Reading Keheles on the Sabbath that falls in between the first and last days of Succot. The Book
of Ruth on Shavuot and Shir Hashirim - Song of Songs on the Sabbath of Chol Hamoed Pessach. - on the Sabbath during the middle of Chol Hamoed that separate the first days of Passover from the last.

The Samaritans who had been rebuffed by the Jews to participate in the building of the 2nd Temple, requested permission to build a Temple of their own on Mount Gerizim. Alexander agreed. This Temple remained for 200 years until it was destroyed by the Maccabean King Yani Alexander.

He also forced the Edomites living in the South of Judea to adopt Judaism.
He also killed many Rabbis who were critical for him wearing two hats—the office of high priest and the office of king.

Shamai and Hillel were much wiser years later when they approved of the kingship of Herod. Herod was a proselyte. His ancestors were the former Edomites whom Yani Alexander forced to convert to Judaism. Jewish law stipulated that only one whose both parents were Jewish could be king.
Furthermore only the descendants of King David could be King. Shamia and Hillel both found a dispensation a loophole that permitted under certain circumstances one not the descendant and also not having birth parents Jewish to be King. The other Rabbis at the time of Yani Alexander failed to use these dispensations and opened their mouths when they knew they were playing with fire.

Not only did Yani Alexander kill these Rabbis; but he selected the theology of the Suddeesees. They were a Reform group who questioned the authenticity of
the Oral Law now codified in the Talmud and Shulchan Aruch. Yanai placed the members of the Suddersees in a positions of power. Even after the death of Yanai Suddecees retained the office of high priest by offering large bribes. Before the services on Yom Kippur the high priest was mandated to take an oath that he would strictly follow the laws of the Oral law. See Mishne Yoma. These laws were later written in the MishnehTosephta and Talmud. They were Codified by Rambam in Yaad Hachoko following the Riff adopted by Sefardim. Tur following the Rosh and Tosfos adopted by Eshkanazim. Kesef Mishne commentary on Rambam and Bais Yoseph commentary on Tur and Shulchan Aruch by Rav Yoseph Karo
adopted by Sefardim. Darke commentary on Tur and Ramo glosses on Shulchan Aruch of Bais Yoseph spelling out the position adopted by Eshkanazim by Ran Moshe Isrelish. There are four parts of the Shulchan Aruch that encompass the rituals laws marriage and divorce and annulment laws civil laws business laws criminal laws and jurisprudence. Both the roman and English Jurisprudence borrowed from Jewish law. See Jewish Law by Jacob Rabinowitz Jewish law represent a digest of religious Jewish decisions of the Oral law handed down by God at Sinai. over 3326 years ago.
In the year 3426=498BCE the walls surrounding Jerusalem were built. Tosphos Rosh Hashono 3 d”h shnas Esrim

In the year 3438 =486BCE Nechemia threw out from the chamber of the Holy Temple the utensils and other belongings of Tuvia the Samaritan. This signified a total break with the Samaritans.
Year 3448=470BCE Alexander the Great defeated the separatists and unified the Geek City States under his leadership.

Aristotle the great philosopher was the teacher of Alexander the Great. As a result Alexander developed great respect and tolerance for all religions cultures and general knowledge.
In the year 3448 Alexander defeated Daryavesh the Persian King. He also married the daughter of Daryovesh.

Shimon Hatzadik is mentioned in the Bible Ezra 3 and Hagia. Shimon Hatzadik goes by an other name there. He is called Ado the son of Yehoshua son of Yehotzedek the high priest. Yehoshua was the high priest at the beginning of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple. His father was the high priest at the end of the first Temple. Yehoshua was the brother of Ezra. Shimon Hatzadik remained in his post of high priest for 40 years.
Shimon Hatzadik said the world exists because of three things.

[1] The study of Torah

[2] The practice of Torah that one studies, as well as, prayer

[3] The practice of equity. It does not suffice that one behave only within the parameters of what the law requires. One must also go beyond what the law mandates and act graciously to others. Equity breaches all restrictions. When one acts equitably there exists no distinction because the other person is a member of a different religion, sex, nationality or color of skin. We all have one father—God, regardless of our perception of God. See Malachi 2:10 Pirkei Ovos 1:2
Yehoshua Ben Sirik known as Ben Siri was the randson of Yehoshuaben Yehozodok lived at the time of Shimon Hatzadik 3420-3460 according to Sefer Meor Ainayin Chapter 22.

Year 3454 =470BCE Alexander the Great poisoned by one of his officers who was to protect him from poisoning when he drank wine.

The moral to this story is that Alexander died because he did not anticipate such a contingency. One can not trust anyone. He should not have drunk wine or eat
food unless he prepared it himself.

Year 3460 =460BCE Antignos Ish Sohu became head of the Jews when Shimon Hatzadik passed away.

Jews always calculated new months the exact day and time when the new moon is supposed to appear. according to mathematical calculations. In that manner the Sanehadrin were able to calculate when the new moon appeared. This was critically important since the calculation of the holidays Passover Shavuot Rosh Hashana Yom Kippur Succot depended on an accurate calculation of when the
new moon appeared. This was done for a period of 1100 years from the time of Moses till Antignos. The custom was when the Sanehrin heard the testimony of two witnesses who sighted the new moon they would communicate the news to all communities by lighting flares on top of hills. The Residents of each community would have their agents standing on top of hills. When they saw the lighted flares, they in turn would light flares. The next station would sight the flares and in turn would light flares. Each station was several miles distance from the other. In this manner the residents of distant communities would discover when the new moon and the new month was declared by the Sanehrin.
The Samaritans were always antagonistic and disrupted the line of communications. They lit torches on their own at the wrong time in order to confuse the process. Antignos therefore enacted a law that Jews in distant communities would proclaim the days of the new moon depending only on mathematical calculations.

Antignos Ish Sohu said

Man’s relationship with God should not resemble the relationship of a slave who goes out of his way to please his master because he expects a reward. That resembles the animal who performs tricks in a circus because he is promptly rewarded. Man must be more mature and
realize that God may not always instantly reward good behavior. Nor does he always punish instantly man for evil behavior. God has his own time table. Yes, man is always rewarded or punished. However, it is not necessarily immediate. When man has realized such a concept the question of why good people have a bad life and evil people have a good life can be resolved. That is why man is forbidden to rely on miracles. Miracles rarely happen. Man must behave in accordance with natural laws. All the laws of the Torah or are over ridden in order to save a life. Even if it is only a possibility of saving a human life we are mandated to over ride all laws of the torah.
According to opinion of Tzemeh Dovid the Sudducces started under the leadership of Tzadok Ubatos in the year 3460=464BCE. They were the students of Antignos Ish Sohu. They questioned the authenticity of the Oral law. They developed a theology that denied the preservation of the Soul. They denied the theology of reward and punishment. They denied the theology of resurrection.

In the year 3460=464BCE Talmius the Egyptian king waged a war against the Syrian King Silkos and captured Judea. Talmius hated the Jews. He captured 160,000 Jews and sold them into slavery.

After Silkus died a new Syrian king by the name Antiyochus from Macicidonia
Greece. He defeated the Egyptians and conquered Judea. However he also hated the Jews and killed 60,000 Jews. He also captured tens of thousands of Jews and sold them as slaves in Greece.

In the year 3460=464BCE when Antignos Ish Sohu was the leader of the Jews Eliezer ben Cheroses was the high priest.

Year 3474=448BCE Aristotle died.

Year 3476=446BCE Menashe ben Eliezer was high priest.
Year 3479 = 445BCE Chuiah son of Shimon Hatzadik was high priest.

In his reign of high priest Egyptians had control of Judea. Chunia refused to send the taxes due. However the other Jews realizing that the Egyptians would send their army at this breach collected the taxes and sent it with an emissary by the name of Joseph. He was successful in appeasing the Egyptian King and the Egyptians did not send their army.

Year 3484 = 440BCE Talmius II also known as Philidolphu son of Talmius I
son of Lagi became the new king of Egypt. He was a great scholar who respected all cultures and Philosophies. He housed in his library 300,000 volumes of the natural sciences. He possessed 700,000 volumes of the wisdom of all cultures.

In the year 3516 =408BCE Talmius wanted to discover the wisdom of the Jews. He requested from the high priest Eliezer to send him scholars to translate the Bible from Hebrew to Greek. There remains a question if the seventy two scholars translated all the 24 books of Nach all the books of the Cannon or only the five books of Moses. According to
Philo only the five books of Moses.

He placed 72 Jewish scholars in different rooms and had each one translate from Hebrew to Greek. The result was the Septuagint. He was so pleased that he freed all 160,000 Jews enslaved by his father and they returned to Judea. He also gave valuable gifts to Eliezer the high priest for the Temple.

Year 3500 = 424 BCE Yosi ben Yoezer Ish Tzraro and Yoseph ben Yochonon Ish Yerushelayim became the leaders of the Jews.

Yosi ben Yoezer Ish Tzraro said Let your house be a meeting place for scholars of the Torah. You should
humble yourself before them and dring their words like a thirsty paerson drinks water. Pirkei Ovos 1: 4

Yosi be Yochenon Ish yeushelayim said Let your house be widely open for everyone, not only for Torah scholars. Poor people should be treated as family.

Be faith ful to your wife. Bear in mind that attention given to other women may lead to developing relationship with the other woman. Yes, one must use common sense and behave with dignity with members of the opposite sex. But one must be constantly cognizant that his actions may be interpreted differently by his wife and the other woman than his intentions. Pirkei Ovos 1:5
Infidelity is one of the greatest reasons for divorce.

Year 3520 = 404 BCE Tulmius III son of Tulmius II was a gracious King to the Jews just like his father. He only ordered sacrifices in the Temple in Jerusalem. He did not bring sacrifices in any Temples of the pagans. He ruled for 26 years.

Year 3534 = 390 BCE. The high priest of the Temple in Jerusalem was Avarcus.

Year 3539 = 385 BCE Talmius Phlumeter became ruler of Egypt. Chunyo the son of Shimon Hatzadik had a dispute with his brother about assuming the post of high priest. Each one wanted
the post. Chunia, a man of peace abandoned the argument and contest and left for Egypt. In Alexandria Egypt there existed a large Jewish community from the exiles at the time of the destruction of the first Temple who fled to Egypt. Chunia requested from Tulmius Phumeter permission to construct a Temple that would also offer sacrifices in Alexandria. Tulmus asked if such a Temple would be permitted in accordance with the laws of Judaism? Chunia replied in the affirmative and cited Isaiah who stated that sacrifices would be brought from Egypt. Tulmius granted permission.

Year 3546 =378BCE Tulmius IV
became ruler of Egypt. He hated Jews. At one occasion he killed 60,000 Jews. He also killed his wife and sister. He was assassinated by poisoning in the year 3546=378BCE.

Year 3559 =365BCE Antiyochus the Great became king in Syria. He was a great friend to the Jews. He ordered that Jews not be harmed. He ordered that all restrictions that Jews have as to who is permitted according to Jewish law to enter the Temple be enforced. He donated a yearly subsidy to cover the cost of maintaining the Temple and pay for the salaries of the Priests and Levites. However he was killed in a war in the year 3594=330BCE.
Year 3560=364BCE  Yehoshua ben Prachyoand Natai Hoarbalix became the leaders of the Jews.

Yehoshua ben Prachyo said Make for yourself a mentor who can guide you. Buy a friend always give another the benefit of the doubt unless circumstantial evidence exists otherwise. It always is prudent to respect another and at the same time be on guard that they are out to steal from you. Tragedy is the fruit of not being on guard for possible contingencies. Just because some one looks honest and has not robbed you previously in the lat number of years does not mean that they will not start robbing you today or tomorrow when your guard is down. The only way to survive is do not trust any one.  Always
audit any one who takes care of your affairs. Pirkei Ovos 1:6

Ntai Hoarbalı said Distance yourself from a bad neighbor. Do not partner with a thief and an evil person. Distance yourself from evil or the appearance of evil. Otherwise you may become an accomplice in the crime of your evil neighbor or partner. or else your evil partner or neighbor will lie and blame you as the perpetrator of the crime. Pirkei Ovos 1:7

In their reign as leaders lived Chuni Hamagel. Chuni of the circle. Chuni was a great saint. And scholar. One year there
was no rain and all the crops were dying. Chuni drew a large circle and began to pray. He vowed that he would not leave the circle until rain would fall. Chuni prayed and fasted standing in the circle for several days. Rain began to fall.

There exists an Agaddah that Chuni

Hamagel slept for 70 years. When he woke up, nobody recognized him. He was not given the same respect that he deserved. He then begged God to die.

The moral to this tale, is that older people when they age are not given the same respect and recognition that all
humans crave and need to remain alive. Older people start to forget. They develop the various stages of Alzheimers and other neurological diseases. By not giving the aged respect and recognition the diseases gets worse. As a result other diseases develop triggered by psychosomatic factors. All diseases can be triggered by depression lack of recognition and self worth.

The Tana Eliyohu lived in the reign of the two leaders mentioned. Tana eliyohu is not Elijah the prophet.

Year 3585=339BCE Tulmius the VI became ruler of Egypt. He ruled for 35
years. Judea and Armania were part of his empire. Chunia the son Of Shimon Hatzadik received permission from him to expand the services at the Temple he built in Alexandria. It was during this time that sacrificial services were instituted in practice. He convinced the King by citing Isaiah “In that day an alter will be built in Egypt and sacrifices will be brought for God”

It was during this time that Jews and Samaritans held a theological debate in front of Tulmius as to which religion is the true faith. The Samaritans claimed that their temple at Mount Gerizim was the authentic Temple. The Jews maintained that the Temple in Jerusalem
was the authentic one. The Jews bolstered their argument from the prophets who foretold that all nations would give greater honor to the second Temple than the first Temple. Historically many nations recognized the Jerusalem Temple. Greek Emperors as well as Egyptian and Roman emperors all sent gifts and paid for sacrifices to be brought daily that they succeed in their wars and affairs to the Temple on Jerusalem. None of these nations sent gift and brought sacrifices at the Temple at Mt. Gerizim of the Samaritans. The Jews won the debate.

Year 3610 =314BCE Antiyochus Appapinus VII Syrian King invaded Judea and began an assimilation program
He forbid the practice of Judaism - circumcision the observance of the Sabbath and observance of the Kosher laws.

He killed Channah and her seven children for their refusal to prostrate themselves before pagan idols. He killed the Kohen Godol Eliezer who was responsible for dispatching to Egypt 72 scholars to translate the Bible to Greek.

Antiyochus invaded Jerusalem and entered the Temple. He placed a pagan idol in the Temple in the year 3616=308BCE. He became king in 3610=314BCE. His rule lasted 11 years. He killed 60,000 Jews. He exiled to The City of Antioch tens of thousands of
Jews.

The Maccabees rose in revolt and established an independent Jewish state that lasted 103 years. The revolt began in the year 3621=303BCE.

Matisyohu was the first King. He ruled for one year. He was followed by his son Judah. Who ruled for six years. He ruled in the year 3622=302BCE. Maccabee in Greek means strong warrior. In hebrew it stands for the words M=mi K=komocho B= Boelim I= Hashem translation is who can be compared to you God. Judah and his soldiers slew 8200 Greek Soldiers. Then he killed Appilonus. Judah took his sword and used it in future battles. Juda likewise
killed Sevin an other Greek general. He also killed 9000 of Nikonner’s troops as well as Nikonner an other Greek general.

Then Antiyochus himself gathered a multitude of thousands of troops. God performed a miracle and the troops suffered a skin disease. Antiyocnus himself suffered from this disease as well as a stomach ailment. Antiochus fell off the elephant that he was riding on. All his bones shattered and he died.

Judah established diplomatic ties with Rome. Judah however was killed in battle before the Roman reply of a treaty was received. Judah had ruled for six years.
Jonathan became King. He further strengthened the ties with Rome. He also ruled for six years. During his reign Antiochus Siros attacked Yoneson and his troops routed the Greek soldiers.

After Jonathan Shimon ruled in the year 3634 =290BCE. Shimon’s daughter married Talmai the Egyptian king. Tamai however was not pacified by this marriage. He attacked and killed Shimon. Their two sons he led off to captivity to Egypt. The older one Hurkenos he killed. The younger son Yochonen escaped. The sons of Matisyahu became kings for a total of
over 30 years.

One of the sons of Matisyohu Eliezez was crushed by a Greek elephant during one of the battles.

Year 3628=296BCE Dimitrias Susor son of Silikus Philipus the uncle of Antiochus sent Nikonner to attack the Maccabees. However Yehudah slew him and 30,000 of his troops. After this battle Dimitrius sued for peace. He donated each year 15,000 shekolim for the maintenance of the Temple. He also made an edict that no one harm Jews or the Temple.

However, Bakarus a top commander of the Greeks attacked a 3634=290BCE and Judah defeated his army and killed
Bakarus
However Judah was critically wounded and expired from his wounds.

Antochus dispatched his best generals against the Maccabees. The Maccabees killed the generals and routed their armies. The names of these generals are Niconner Bogrus, Lluciah and Apolonia.

The heroine of the Maccabean era was a beautiful maiden by the name of Yehudit. She seduced a Greek general Alporono. While he slept she killed him and severed his head. When the Greek troops saw the severed head of their general they fled in panic.
The miracle of Chanukah is celebrated each year as a semi holiday. The miracle was that when the Maccabees entered the Temple they discovered only one jug of oil to light the Menorah the candlearium in the Temple. However a miracle occurred and the oil lasted for eight days. We thus celebrate for the victory of the few the Jews against the many the Greek troops. We also celebrate for the miracle of the oil that sufficed for eight days. It took eight days until the Maccabees were able to prepare new oil for the Menorah.

In addition to fighting the Greek armies the Maccabees were also engaged
in a civil war against the Misyavnim. There existed a population of Jews who adopted Greek philosophy and integrated Greek worship and theology with their Judaic beliefs. They replaced Zues with the Jewish God as head of the pagan group of gods. They adopted Greek customs of the marathons racing naked, boxing, wrestling high jumping. They abandoned the observance of Sabbath laws kosher laws and circumcision.

After all the sons of Matisyohu died his grandson called Alexander Yania became King.

When he died his son also called Alexander Yanai became king.
Both kings Alexander Yania were enemies of the Pharasees. The Pharasees objected that both of these kings wore two hats king and high priest. As a result the kings killed many scholars of the Pharasees and adopted the theology of the Sudecees.

Many scholars escaped to Egypt to the Jewish community in Alexandria for refuge.

Shimon ben Shetach and Yehudah ben Bovo were the religious leaders at that time. Simon ben Shetach was the brother to Alexandria the wife of the Second
king Alexander Yanai. She protected her brother. She successfully brokered a cease fire of the Pharasees with her husband. The Pahrasees were restored and Yehudah ben Bovo returned from exile in Egypt.

Rome promised not to interfere with the internal affairs of the Jews. They kept their promise for 22 years, then Rome repudiated their agreement. Judea became a province of Rome Jewish kings were crowned with the approval of Rome and replaced with other men when Rome pleased. The treaties that Judah and
Jonathan made with the Romans was carved on a stone. This stone was discovered in a monastery for nuns in the 1800s. The Church bribed Jewish girls to abandon Judaism and in return the Church would find for them suitable husbands and pay their dowry. Those girls who could not find husbands became nuns and lived in this monastery—

Where the tablet of the agreement of the Romans with the Maccabees was carved. It is presently in the Antique Museum in Jerusalem.

The end result of the treaty with Rome was the revolt against Rome in the year 3828=96BCE and destruction of the
Temple and the end of the Jewish state.

Yehudah be Tabai said:

Do not make yourself as the final arbiter. Always consult others. You are only human and open to error. When both litigants are standing besides you do not take any thing for granted. Keep an open mind until all the evidence is examined and all witnesses examined and cross examined.

At the conclusion of the trial when both litigants accept the verdict view both as saints. Pirkei Ovos 1:8

Shimon ben Shetech said:
Examine witnesses many times. Witnesses can lie. Examine and cross examine them to root out the truth.

Be very careful what you say. People can purposely or unwittingly misconstrue what you say. Your words will be used to advance ideas opposite of what you meant. Pirkei Ovos 1:9

Year 3642 =282BCE Yochenon son of Shimon became king. He is called Hurkenos and also Yanai. In his reign Talmai king of Egypt attacked. Yochonon repulsed the attack and Talmai retreated to the city of Tagin. When Yochenon was about to attack Talmai dragged the mother of Yochenon and placed her on top of the barricade of the wall. Tlmaia threatened to kill
Yochenon’s mother unless Yochenon retreated and lifted the siege. Yochenon retreated and lifted the siege. However, Talmai, nevertheless, killed Yochenon’s mother.

Year 3646 =276BCE Antiyochus Pius the Syrian king attacked Jerusalem. Hurkenos opened the grave of King David where a great treasure of gold was hidden for emergencies. Hurkanus bribed Antiyochus to retreat with the 3000 golden coins Antiyochus was appeased.

Year 3648=274BCE Beginning of Roman rule over Judea.

Year 3649 =273BCE Talmius VIII.
Was a very evil man. He killed 30,000 Jews in Judea and dragged thousands into bondage.

Yea3622 =302BCE Julius Caesar was born. The reason he carried the name Caesar is because his mother died while giving birth to him. When she died the doctors performed a caesarian operation and pulled the infant Julius out. In Latin caesar means being born by caesarian section.

Julius Caesar was great friend to the Jews. He donated for the up keep of the Temple in Jerusalem. So did Cleopatra the Queen of Egypt. Julius Caesar was a great warrior and expanded the Roman empire especially in Europe Gaul - France. He however made many enemies,
who were jealous of his fame.

Year 3668=256 BCE  Aristabolus son of Yochenon became king He refused to preside as a Kohen. He imprisoned his mother and his brother Alexander. His other brother Antignos he appointed as head of the army. However Aristobulos fell ill. Antignos came to the Holy Temple to pray for his recovery. Aristobulos ordered that his brother visit him with out his armor. Enemies of Antignos reversed the message and informed him to visit the king his brother with all his armor. When he arrived he was killed by the guards of Aristobulos Aristobolus died two years later
3670=254BCE.

Alexander the son of Yochenon became king. 3670=254BCE. He is called Alexander Yania. He is the one whom the Pharisees insulted by criticizing him for wearing two hats high priest and king. Also they questioned his fitness to be a priest.

He retaliated by killing many Pharisees and adopted the theology of the Sudducees.

He waged many wars. He destroyed the Temple of the Shomronim. He forced the Edomites to embrace Judaism.

His wife Alexandra was the sister of Shimon ben Shetech. She was
responsible in Yania making peace with the Pharisees.

Year 3688=236BCE Upon death of Alexander Yania Alexandria ruled as Queen. At his death bed he advised Alexandria the following. Do not fear the Pharasees nor the Suducees. Fear only the hypocrites who dispaly a face of Pinchos the priest at the time of Moses who avenged the sins of those Jews who accepted idol worship and killed Zimri who led such shameful behavior. While in actual practice they behave like Zimri.

Alexandria was very favorable to her
brother and all the other Pharasees. Aristobolus her younger son she appointed as commander of the armed forces. Her older son Hurkenos she appointed as high priest. She ruled 9 years till 3697=227BCE. She was a wise and pious woman.

In the year 3697=227BCE before Alexandria died, the Romans renewed the treaty with Judea and engraved the treaty on iron tablets which were discovered in a monastery of nuns in the 1800s. It is now on display in the museum of Antiquities in Jerusalem, Israel.
Year 3697=227BCE Aristobulus the son of Yania and Alexandria ruled. He ruled while his mother was still alive. Soon after he died a dispute erupted between the two brothers. The Elders of Judea made a compromise the same as Alexandria decreed when she was alive. Aristobolus would be king and Hurkenos high priest.

Antipater an Edomite whom Yania forced to convert married a Jewish woman and the son born was called Hurdos.

After a while there erupted again a dispute between Hurkenos and Aristobul.
This time the Romans intervened after bloody fighting between the soldiers each group loyal to one of the two brothers. Hurkenos and Aritobul. The Roman governor Pompei crowned another brother Hurkenos III the brother of Hurkenos II. Hurkenos II remained in his old post as high priest. Pompei killed those individuals who were loyal to Arisobulus. He imprisoned Aristobulus and was taken to Rome.

Aristobulus escaped. He returned to Judea and succeeded in defeating the army of Pompei sent against him. The Romans recouped their troops and captured Aristobulus. He was sentenced to be crucified. However an other man was crucified in his stead. However the Elders wanted to avoid further trouble, so
Aristobulis was poisoned.

Chuni Hamagel mentioned earlier was killed during the fighting between the two brothers Hurkenos and Aristobus.

Year 3700 = 224BCE Hurkenos III brother to King Aristobolus became king Pompei crowned him. He was a saint and a just king. His viceroy was Antipater the Edomite we mentioned earlier.

Year 3704 = 220BCE Yohoshua ben Perachyo returned from Alexandria Egypt.

Year 3712 = 212 BCE Julius Caesar
was crowned in Rome. He loved Hurkenos and gave him great honors. He returned all the treasures that Pompei took. He donated yearly to the upkeep and maintenance of the Temple.

Year 3713 = 211 BCE Rav Yochennon ben Zakai is born.

Year 3718 = 206 BCE Julius Caesar is assassinated. The exact year of his birth and his assassination is in dispute among historians.

Year 3718 = 206 BCE Augustus Octobinuus nephew of Julius Caesar
becomes emperor of Rome. He avenged the murder of his uncle Julius Caesar. He fought against Cassius. Cissius was involved in the plot to assassinate Julius Caesar. Over 100,000 Roman soldiers were killed during the civil war between Augustus Octobinus and Cassius. Augustus was aided by his loyal friend Antoninus.

Year 3721 =203 BCE Antignos Aristobulos became king of Judea. He did this by enrolling the help of the Persian King Phigoros. The Persians captured Hurkenos and forced him to abdicate. Antignos was crowned king in his stead.

Year 3722 =202 BCE Shemaya and Avtolya both converts to Judaism
became the spiritual leaders. They succeeded Yehudah ben Taboi and Shimon ben Shetech

Kiva ben Mehallel lived in this era. He also lived in the era of Hillel and Shmai. Rav Yehudah ben Besaro was part of the rabbinical Court of Shemaya and Avtalya. Papius lived in the South. Admon and Chonen son of Avsholom also lived in that era. Also Rav Miasha lived in that era.

Year 3724=200BCE Antignos son of Aristobulus did not last long as king. Agustus emperor of Rome crowned Hurdos as king of Judea. Hurdos became
King under the protection of the Roman army led by Cassio the Roman governor. Hurdos was the son of Antipater the Edomite who married a Jewish woman.

Hurdos killed Antignos after Antignos reigned three years in the year 3724=200BCE. That was the end of the kingdom of the Maccabees that lasted 103 years. Hurdos and his sons and grandsons would last another 103 years until the Roman destroyed the Temple in the year 3828=96BCE and put an end to any independent Jewish state.
Hurdos married Marima, the daughter of Alexander, the son of Aristabolus the grandson of Hurkenos. Later, Phigarus pardoned Hurkenos and crowned him as king of the Jews who lived in the part of Judea under his control.

Hurdos feigned friendship toward Hurkenos. He invited him to visit Jerusalem and the Temple. Hurkenos wanted to visit the Temple. His desire to visit trumped his better sense of caution. His inability to overcome this zeal cost him his life. He was killed by Hurdos.

Hurdos, a very suspicious man, believed that his wife Marima and his
two sons he had with her were plotting to kill him.

Hurdos had all of them killed. He also killed all the grandchildren of the Maccabees who could possibly challenge his rule.

Year 3728 =196BCE Hillel and Shamia succeeded Shmaye and Avtalya. In the generation of Hillel and Shamia lived Bove ben Buta. And Rav Yehuda ben Besaro. In the South lived Rav Nechunya ben Hakana author of Sefer Habahir, also in that era lived Rav Pinchos, Rav Yochenson ben Bag Bag Rav Yochenson Hachuroni Chananye ben Chezkiyohu, and Rav Gamliel Hazoken.

Yoneson ben Uziel was a student of Hillel. He made a translation of the 24
books of the Bible by including the Oral law and Agodot.

Year 3731 =193BCE there was a large earthquake in Judea. 10,000 Jews died in Jerusalem.

Year 3737=187BCE there was famine in Judea. Hurdos fed all the hungry from his national treasury. All the Jews loved him.

Year 3742 =182BCE Hurdos started to rebuild the Temple.

Year 3750 =174BCE rebuilding of the
Temple was completed. Hurdos won the acceptance of all the religious leaders. Both Hillel and Shamia accepted the rule of Hurdos. Hurdos was very respectful of the Pharisses. However Hurdos killed Hurkenos the high priest in the year 3750 and with the death of Hurkenos all descendants of the Maccabees were killed or had died. In that way Hurdos rested in peace not fearing a challenge to his rule.

Hurkenos had saved the life of Hurdos at one occasion. Hurdos was charged with murder. He was tried before the Rabbinical court of Hillel and Shamai. Hurkenos the High Priest intervened and saved the life of Hurdos. Hurdos lived in the house of hurkenos. However Hurdos repaid the kindness of Hurkenos by
murdering his benefactor.

Year 3757 = 167 BCE Yosephen ben Gurion brother of Nekdimon was born that year. This was the famous Jewish historian who commanded the Jewish forces in the North during the Great revolt against Rome of the year 3828 = 96 BCE. When the Jews realized they were surrounded by the Romans they all committed suicide, except Josephus. He surrendered to the Romans. He was later pardoned by the Romans and enlisted to help them.
He urged the Zealots the hard core of the rebels to surrender and save the Temple. His arguments were ignored and the Temple was destroyed.

Josephus wrote 20 books about Jewish history and Judaism. In his Against Apion he disputes the lies of Apion an Egyptian anti Semite. Apion headed a delegation of Egyptians to Rome to urge the Roman emperor to curtail the privileges of the Jews. Opposed was a delegation of Jews headed by the Jewish philosopher Philo. Apion prevailed. Only years later when the Roman emperor who heard the Arguments of Apion and Philo died and a new Roman emperor was crowned were the evil
edicts against the Jews reversed.

Josephus wrote all his books in Aramaic or Hebrew. However they were translated into Greek and Latin. Once translated other editions were doctored by early Christians to have Josephuses’ writings corroborate The Gospel accounts and Chronological dating. Here was a wonderful opportunity to tell the big lie. They put into the mouth of Josephus what they wanted history to have been. Instead of relating honestly historical events; they created a fictional narrative to serve their prejudicial theology.

It is critical to remember that the early Christian theology was splintered. There
first existed a denomination called Ebyonim. The Ebyonim were an offshoot of the Essenes. They were Pharasees and believed in all the laws of the Oral Torah. They believed that all the rituals are eternal. They opposed the doctrine that with the death of Jesus all the Oral laws were no longer in effect. They were very strict in their observance. In addition to observing the Torah laws they formed a communistic society. All the members shared each other's wealth. All moneys and property became community property. They would dip in a river or running water or a ritual bath daily. This was necessary in order to remain pure and be able to eat sacred food. They would have marital relations only to have children. Once they had
children they would abstain from relations. They had both male and female groups.

The Ebyonim were an offshoot of the Essenes. Both James the brother of Jesus and Peter belonged to the Ebyonim. Most if not all the Jewish followers of Jesus were Ebyonim. They did not consider Jesus as a part of the Trinity. Jesus was a human a very popular Rabbi a leader. Certainly not a god.

In the year 1989 in Jerusalem, Israel archeologists discovered a burial tomb that bore the inscription here lie the bones of Jesus son of Joseph and Mary. Also here lie the bones of Joseph and Mary. Also here lie the bones of Magdelano the wife of Jesus. Also here
lie the bones of Judah the son of Jesus and Magdelano. Scientists have performed tests and have dated the remains to 2000 years ago. It would be one chance in 100 million that this tomb bearing the names of Jesus his father Joseph his mother Mary his wife Magdelano his son Judah could by freak chance belonged to another individual than Jesus.

Then there existed non Trinitarian gentiles led by Arian. They considered Jesus as an Angel. He was in the same league as Elijah the prophet who turned into an angel upon his departure from his earthly existence. They argued at the Synod organized by the Roman emperor
Constantine that Jesus was not part of the Godhead. Jesus was not of the same substance as God.

The Trinitarians argued Jesus was of the same substance as God. Jesus was the second person in the Trinity. There is the Father who never appears to man. There exists the Son Jesus who does appear to man and was born to a married virgin Mary as half man half God. And there exists the Holy Ghost. This theology of the Trinity is the generic formula for all the MidEastern and Eastern Mystery religions. The Greeks The Romans the Egyptians the Hindus the Babylonians all incorporated this generic formula as the Christians. All of the Mystery religions have the identical
story of the half man half god antagonizing the ruling elite challenging and threatening their authority and the status quo. All of them have the half man half god being tried being condemned to be crucified or buried alive. In all the Mystery religions the half man half god dies to forgive the sin of Adam and Eve of eating of the fruit from the tree of wisdom. After being dead for three days the half man half god is resurrected, flies to heaven and joins a Trinity or an other pantheon of gods and goddesses. There has been pressure exerted upon the Catholic Church to declare Mary the mother of Jesus a Goddess and form four parts to the Trinity. The Catholic Church enacted in one of its synods that Mary was
resurrected and joined her son in heaven sitting at his right side, as a Queen mother. Prayers to Mary are encouraged that she should supplicate her son Jesus to intervene for the one praying to Mary.

There exists no original copies of the New Testament. As mentioned earlier in this book in 1840 in a monastery in the Sinai desert archeologist found thousands of manuscripts that are dated from the year 400 that were copies of copies and had numerous corrections that contradict each other as well as the version of the New Testament in vogue today. As a matter of fact the present New Testament the different gospels contradict each other as to critical aspects of the life death and resurrection of Jesus. If one is accurate
the others are in error.

500 years following the birth of Jesus the Church at a Synod decided which manuscripts are authentic. All others were declared heresy. They and their sponsors were burned at the stake. The manuscripts at Sinai never came to the attention of the Church.

The Church likewise, doctored the translation of the Old Testament the Septuagent to reflect their theology in verses that they thought would foretell the birth of Jesus. They also doctored passages on the books written by Josephus and put into the mouth of Josephus that he was a follower of Jesus Christ, that the Jews were responsible or themselves crucified Jesus.
The Christians are forced by historical connections to have the birth of Jesus in the year 1 or 2. They are forced to have Constantine proclaim Christianity as the dominant state religion of Rome in 325. There exist hundreds if not thousands of inter related evidence that Christianity existed in the three centuries of the Common era. Thus it is not possible to push the birth of Jesus 166 years earlier in order to reconcile with the Jewish chronology as elaborated in this book.

Today there exists a translation with an introduction G.A. Williamson - Josephus the Jewish War it states at the end that the Jews not the Romans
crucified Jesus. In an other translation I believe it is by Winston he states that Josephus was a follower of Jesus Christ and recognized his divinity. In another edition Jews and not Romans are blamed for crucifying Jesus. Likewise, Catholics have doctored the dates of the destruction of the 2nd Temple. Instead of 420 years after it was built they doctored that the 2nd Temple lasted 586 years, in order to have the dating of the destruction of the 2nd Temple 70 years after the crucifixion of Jesus.

Origen in his writings, an early father of the Catholic Church, admitted to the forgeries of some of the translations.
Year 3760=164 BCE Rav Akiva ben Yoseph was born. This is the same Rav Akiva who considered Bar Kochvo as the Messiah, who rebelled against Rome approximately 60 years in the year 3888=36BCE. after the 2<sup>nd</sup> Temple was destroyed. After many years of fighting the rebellion was crushed by Rome. Bar Kochvoh was killed. Rav Akiva was tortured to death by having his skin of his face peeled off his face. Rav Akiva died with the words of the Shma on his lips. "Hear o Israel  God our God God is One."
Year 3761 = 163 BCE Hurdos died at age 70. He ruled for 37 years.

Year 3761 = 163 BCE Arkelias son of Hurdos was crowned king of Judea by the Roman emperor Agustus. He was very cruel. He killed 9000 Jews on Passover. The Romans tried him and imprisoned him and exiled him to Rome. He was replaced with his brother Antepeter. Antipeter changed his name to Hurdos II upon being crowned. He ruled 11 years.
Year 3768. Rabbon Shimon ben Hillel Hazoken became spiritual head of the Jews. He did not live long.

Rav Yochennon ben Zakai also succeeded Hillel and Shamia.

Rav Gamliel Hazoken succeeded his father Rbon Shimon ben Hillel and became the spiritual leader of the Jews.

He lived until 18 years before the destruction of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple until the year 3810.

Year 3770 = 154 BCE Arkilus the son of
Hurdos died. In his stead Hurdos Antipeter also known as Tetarki, another son of Hurdos I was installed as king of Judea by the Romans. He was a very cruel individual. He killed many Jewish sages. He married his brother Philipi’s wife. His brother was still living. This a cardinal violation of the Torah law of marriage and divorce.

When the Roman emperor Tarbius heard of his behavior he was exiled. He died 11 years after he was installed king in the year 3781.

Year 3775 Tarbius was crowned emperor of Rome.

Year 3780 - Earthquakes in Asia 12000
cities were demolished.

Year 3781 Agripu ben Aristobolus was the fourth king in the house of Hurdos. He was crowned in stead of Hurdos Antipeter, his uncle, the cruel king who killed many sages. He ruled for 23 years till 3804.

Rumors were spread by his enemies that he favored the Roman general Cao instead of Tiberis as emperor. Agrippas was imprisoned and exiled to Rome.

Year 3798 When Tiberius died Cao became emperor and freed Agrippas and restored him as king of Judea.
Cao believed that he was a god and ordered all his subjects to worship him. He ordered that a statute of him be installed in the Temple. He sent one of his aids Petrona to Judea with orders to force the Jews to install a statute of him in the Temple; or else they would be killed.

The Jews offered many gifts to this Petrona and begged him not to enforce Cao’s order. Petrona wrote to Cao that the Jews preferred death to placing and worshiping his statute.

Cao was not placated. He ordered Petrona back to Rome for disobeying his order. Petrona faced to be executed.
In the interim Agripa who had won the admiration and love of Cassius petitioned Cao in behalf of the Jews. Cao agreed to Agipa’s petition. Cao loved Agripa very much because he had predicted that Tiberius would die and Cao would become emperor. His prediction turned out to be true. Cao freed Agripa from prison and was prepared to shower him with a treasure of gold and jewels.

Agripa answered Cao that he did not need the treasure. He only wanted Cao to rescind his order of ordering his statute to be installed in the Temple and worshiped. Cao agreed to Agripas’
request. However the sentence against Petrona remained. Petrona was saved at the last moment by the assassination of of Cao. A new Roman emperor commuted his sentence.

Year 3803 assassination of Cao. His generals cut his corpse to pieces and fed the pieces to the dogs.

Year 3788 the Sanehdrin moved from the Temple mount in Jerusalem. As a result the death penalty was suspended. The death penalty could only be meted out when the Sanehdrin convened at the Mount of the Temple.

They moved from Jerusalem to Yavneh 40 years before the Temple was destroyed.
This chronology puts the lie to the Christian claim that Jews crucified Jesus at 30 ACE. Even if the Christian claim is true that the 2\textsuperscript{nd} Temple was destroyed in 70 ACE, rather than 96 BCE as the Jewish position, Jesus was crucified in 30 ACE. At that time the Sanhedrin were situated in Yavneh, not at the Temple mount in Jerusalem. Accordingly, it was impossible for any Jewish participation in the crucifixion.

Once the Sanhedrin were disqualified to pass capital punishment all Jews were mandated to save the life of Jesus. Certainly not threaten to riot unless Pontius Pilate the cruel governor of
Judea agreed to have Jesus crucified.

Year 3793 Rav Yochennon ben Zakai began his Yeshiva.

Year 3799 Cao crowned Roman emperor. He raped three of his sisters. He tortured many Roman senators and starved them to death. He would have many of the senators face off with starving lions. He ordered everyone to kneel to him as a god. We already discussed him earlier.

Year 3803. Todo the magician seduced Jews to steal money and bring it to him.
He promised to meet them at the Jordan River and he would split the waters of the river and they would be able to walk across safely.

The Romans put an end to this scheme by killing and beheading Tudos and his followers.

Year 3003 Claudius son of Trusis crowned Emperor of Rome with the assistance of the Jewish king Agrippas. Claudius was friendly to the Jews. He sent Philo back to Alexandria Egypt with great honors.
Year 3804 Agripas died. Agripas II was installed king of Judea. He was a kind soul observant of all the Oral laws. He was a great friend to the Pharisees. He was beloved by all. One year after the time he was installed, the revolt against Rome raged for the next 20 years. He ruled for 21 years. He was assassinated in the year 3825, three years before the destruction of the 2nd Temple.

About this time a king from Adibana in the Arabian Peninsula - Munbez and his mother Queen Helena converted to Judaism. They influenced many in the kingdom to convert. Munbez and his
mother showered the Temple with expensive gifts.

Year 3817  Roman Emperor Claudia died.

Year 3817=107BCE  Niron crowned emperor. Niron set Rome on fire and played a violin while the fire raged. He dispatched his general Philus to quell the rebellion. However the rebels overpowered the Roman army.

Vespasian in 3824 =92BCE , a veteran top general , was dispatched with thousands of Roman troops and his son Titus to quell the rebellion.
Vespasian or Espinyonus became emperor a short while after being dispatched to quell the rebellion. After 4 years of fighting, on 9th day of Ov year 3828=96 BCE the temple was burned. 60 years later Betar fell and the rebellion of Bar Kochvo was crushed. Over 1 million Jews were killed or sold into slavery or died as gladiators entertaining the Romans fighting each other or starving wild animals. Judea as an independent home of the Jews came to an end.

The Europeans today in November 2013 with the full support of Obama and with the help of Kerry want history to repeat itself and destroy the resurrected state of the Jews. By March 2014 Kerry
wants the Jews to agree to create a sovereign Palestinian state in Judea and Shomon. They want the Jews to agree to commit suicide by abdicating from historical Israel. They deny the 4000 year history and right of Jews to historical Judea Shomron Golan Gaza and Jerusalem. This chronology was written with the mission of destroying the lies and demolish the theological fraud that Jews lost their rights as the chosen people entitled to historical Israel because they participated in killing Jesus. The Temple was destroyed in 96BCE. No Jews were permitted by the Romans to come to Jerusalem. So how could the Jews have participated in killing Jesus in 30 ACE?
It is mandatory and critical to examine the ramifications of the decision of the Catholic Synod of the year 500.

The most important decision was and remains enshrined in Catholic theology even today is that only the Pope and his bishops are the only legitimate heirs to Jesus of interpreting the Old and New Testament. Only they have been ordained by Jesus to apply the words of the Bible to all problems. What the Pope and his bishops ordain is infallible and has the same or close sanctity of the Bible. It is a mortal sin punishable by death -if the Church possesses the power -to question the gospel or the interpretation by the Pope and his bishops of the Bible Old and New Testaments. It is even a mortal
sin to read on your own the Bible and
certainly any book that question the
teology or opinions even in science that
the church has decreed exist. Even today
there exists a list of books that have the
seal of accepted readings permitted by
the Church. The faithful will only read
books that contain the seal of approval
from the church. When the Church
decreed that the sun revolves around the
earth rather than the opposite Galileo 1633
was forced to recant and denounce his
theory that the earth revolves around the
sun. Otherwise he would be burned at
the stake like a famous theologian was
burned January 01, 1600 as the sun rose.
He dared question one of the theological
principles of the church.
The Church created a population of robots. In addition the Church was free to abuse its authority which it did.

The most infamous abuse was the fraudulent donation of Constantine. The Church fathers lied that Constantine donated the Roman Empire to the Church. One pope served as pope and Emperor. This lie was not exposed for 1000 years.

When the Church ordered its robots to kill 1 million men women children elderly cripples in a community in the South of France in the first Crusade, 1 million lost their lives. Their sin was to
question the authority of the Pope.

When the Greek Orthodox killed thousands of Roman Catholics in 1180 a Crusade was ordered by the Church against the Greek Orthodox. Millions were massacred by the robots of the Church.

When the Church decided to grab the Holy land from the Muslims in the 200 years of the Crusades, again the robots volunteered to do the killing of millions and lost millions. The robots killed 100,000 Jews along the way to the Holy land.

Again in 1520-1640 the robots killed millions of Protestants and the Protestant robots killed millions of
Catholics.

Hitler in 1934 convinced the German masses that he was the real messenger of God. He ordered the German robots to kill 6 million Jews. He told a delegation of theologians that he was fulfilling the mission of the Church to kill the Jews who crucified Jesus.

The Europeans today with the energetic help of Obama and Kerry also are fulfilling the mission of the Church to force the Jews in Israel to abdicate and abandon their historic right to Judea Shomron Jerusalem and commit suicide by creating a Palestinian State that will replace the Jewish State.


I would urge the reader to read my book 8 -the metamorphosis of gods -the clones of men a comparative study of 12 religions. Go on the internet . Go to Google type in god life jewish israel by Moshe Siselsender. Read also all 35 of my books.